
RESIDENTIAL BILL HISTORY KEY 

Dominion Energy Utah Rate Changes 1992-Present and 
Associated Billing Impacts to Average Residential Customer Using Various Dths/Year 

This key is intended to assist in the review of the historical rate changes for DEU’s distributed natural gas among its residential customers taking service under 
the GS rate schedule. 

DEU’s base distribution non-gas rates for Utah residential customers are set by the PSC during general rate cases, and are the result of either a fully litigated or a 
settled case. In between general rate cases, the PSC may also approve various other rate adjustments. 

This rate history is a “cumulative snapshot” of changes approved by the PSC to DEU’s rates on the GS rate schedule and incremental adjustments subsequently 
approved, and reflects the estimated impacts of those approvals to the bill of an average residential customer. Over the years the amount of natural gas used by an average 
customer has fluctuated due to changing home sizes and energy efficiency campaigns. Included are usage rates at 115Dths/year, 82 Dths/year, 80 Dths/year, and 70 
Dths/year. DEU currently uses 70 Dths/year as an average residential customer. DEU’s PCS-approved tariff changes are presented in discrete chronological order once the 
PSC approves them. Below is a guide to the detailed information provided in the rate change history updates. 

Item  Location Description 
Effective Date  Column A Date an approved rate change takes effect. 
Docket No. Column B PSC’s docket catalogue number. 
$ Change Requested  Column C DEU’s requested recovery amount ($) related to a rate adjustment. 
$ Change Approved  Column D Amount ($) of DEU’s requested recovery related to a rate adjustment approved by the PSC. Note: Some final approvals may 

not be fully reflected in rates at the time the PSC approves them. For example, some rates are approved on an interim basis 
until the Division of Public Utilities completes a final audit of the related accounts, recommends final rates to the PSC and 
the PSC approves said final rates. 

Customer Usage 
Dth/year  

Column E The average residential customer usage level that corresponds to Column F. Note: This number has fluctuated over the years 
but has been at 82 Dths/year since August 2010.  

Residential Annual 
Bill 

Column F The amount an average residential customer using the amount in Column E can expect to pay over a year.   

% Change Residential 
Annual Bill 

Column G The amount an annual bill for an average residential customer is changing, on a percentage basis, compared to existing rates 
due to the approved rate change.  

70 Dths/year 
Residential Annual 
Bill  

Column H The amount an average residential customer using 70 Dths/year can expect to pay over a year.  

80 Dths/year 
Residential Annual 
Bill 

Column I The amount an average residential customer using 80 Dths/year can expect to pay over a year. 

115 Dths/year 
Residential Annual 
Bill 

Column J The amount an average residential customer using 115 Dths/year can expect to pay over a year. 

Reason Column K The source of an approved rate change. DEU’s total rate is made up of many individual components and DEU typically 
requests a change of those rates in separate dockets. See page 2-2 of DEU’s tariff, which can be found on the PSC’s website, 
for a breakdown of the total rate for the GS rate schedule.   

 


